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Coronary artery bypass grafting with extracorporeal circulation (on-pump) is a safe, routine procedure with low mortality in select patients. This procedure with cardiac arrest allows performance of coronary artery anastomosis in a steady, bloodless surgical field. Nevertheless, significant morbidity remains mostly because of the body’s response to the nonphysiological nature of cardiopulmonary bypass. Few data are available on the effects of off-pump coronary artery bypass graft surgery (OPCAB) on cardiac events and long-term clinical outcomes.

Methods and Results
—In a single-center randomized trial, 308 patients undergoing coronary artery bypass graft surgery were randomly assigned: 155 to OPCAB and 153 to on-pump CAB (ONCAB). Primary composite end points were death, myocardial infarction, further revascularization (surgery or angioplasty), or stroke. After 5-year follow-up, the primary composite end point was not different between groups (hazard ratio 0.71, 95% CI 0.41 to 1.22; \( P = 0.21 \)). A statistical difference was found between OPCAB and ONCAB groups in the duration of surgery (240±65 versus 300±87.5 minutes; \( P<0.001 \)), in the length of ICU stay (19.5±17.8 versus 43±17.0 hours; \( P<0.001 \)), time to extubation (4.6±6.8 versus 9.3±5.7 hours; \( P<0.001 \)), hospital stay (6±2 versus 9±2 days; \( P<0.001 \)), higher incidence of atrial fibrillation (35 versus 4% of patients; \( P<0.001 \)), and blood requirements (31 versus 61% of patients; \( P<0.001 \)). The number of grafts per patient was higher in the ONCAB than the OPCAB group (2.97 versus 2.49 grafts/patient; \( P<0.001 \)).

Conclusions
—No difference was found between groups in the primary composite end point at 5-years follow-up. Although OPCAB surgery was related to a lower number of grafts and higher episodes of atrial fibrillation, it had no significant implications related to long-term outcomes.
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Cardiopulmonary bypass was established in a standardized manner, with the use of a membrane oxygenator and a roller pump and without the use of cardiotomy suction. The heart was exposed through a median-sternotomy incision. During on-pump surgery, patients were cooled to 32°C, whereas during off-pump surgery, patients were actively warmed to maintain a core temperature not lower than 35°C. Cold-blood cardioplegia was accomplished with antegrade delivery through the aortic root and retrograde delivery through the coronary sinus. A heparinization protocol of 300 U/kg for on-pump surgery and half-dose heparin for off-pump surgery was followed. Protamine was used to reverse the effects of heparinization only in the on-pump patients. All anastomoses were sutured by hand. In the off-pump patients, intracoronary shunts were not used routinely; indications for use included poor visibility, ST-segment changes, and homodynamic instability.

Primary End Points
The primary composite end point was freedom from overall mortality, stroke, myocardial infarction, and additional revascularization. Stroke was defined as a focal brain injury that persisted for >24 hours, combined with an increase in disability of at least 1 grade on the Ranking scale. Myocardial infarction within 7 days from the coronary artery bypass grafting procedure was considered if elevation of CK-MB 5 times or more the upper limit of normal (>30 ng/mL) or troponin I values >5 ng/mL associated or not with the appearance of new pathological Q. The ECG criteria for new-Q-wave myocardial infarction was: new QS in 2 associated leads in the absence of left bundle-branch block (LBBB) Wolf-Parkinson white syndrome; or new QS in 2 associated leads, defined as ≥0.04 seconds broad and/or Q/R ratio ≥1/4. Secondary end points were freedom from angina and exercise-induced ischemia. Stable angina was defined according to the Canadian Cardiovascular Society classification.

Follow-Up
Adverse and other clinical events were tracked from randomization. Patients were assessed with follow-up visits every 6 months at the Heart Institute. Furthermore, unless contraindicated, patients underwent exercise-induced ischemia according to a modified Bruce protocol every year until the end of study.

Statistical Analysis
All data were analyzed on an intention-to-treat principle beginning immediately after randomization. The risk of an event after on-pump surgery was compared with that after off-pump surgery, and the results are presented as the absolute difference with the corresponding 95% CIs. Values are expressed as mean (±SD) or median (interquartile range, 25 to 75%) as appropriate. Dichotomous data were compared by the χ² statistic or Fisher exact test. Continuous variables that were not distributed normally, as evaluated through the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, were compared by the Mann–Whitney test. Continuous variables with a normal distribution were compared by the Student’s t test. All reported probability values are 2-sided. Event-free survival was graphically compared by using Kaplan–Meier curves. Cox regression was used to compare survival time with combined primary end points. A probability value of P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. These analyses were performed with SPSS, version 13.0 (SPSS, Inc). At the time the study was designed, we calculated that 153 patients in each group would provide 80% power to distinguish between 5-year event-free rates of 85 and 95% in the 2 groups.

Results
Patient Population
Between March 2001 and March 2006, 308 patients underwent randomization: 153 to on-pump surgery and 155 to off-pump surgery (Figure 1). Most baseline characteristics were similar in the 2 groups and are summarized in Table 1. The mean age was 60.4 in the on-pump patients and 61.4 in the off-pump group. The distribution of patients in Canadian Cardiovascular Society classes was similar in the 2 groups.

Figure 1. Number of patients assessed, enrolled, and randomized in the trial.
Twenty-eight percent had diabetes, and 33% had a myocardial infarction. Three patients who were randomly assigned to off-pump surgery were switched intraoperatively to on-pump surgery owing to hemodynamic instability. There was no significant difference in the quality of the native vessels between the 2 groups.

**Primary End Points**

No significant differences occurred in major in-hospital complications between groups. No hospital mortalities occurred in the on-pump and off-pump patients. The same results were observed in relation to myocardial infarction and the need for in-hospital reoperation. During 5-year follow-up, no significant differences occurred between the groups with regards to the rates of event-free survival, namely the combined incidence of overall mortality, stroke, myocardial infarction, and additional revascularization (hazard ratio 0.71, 95% CI 0.41 to 1.22; \(P=0.21\)) (Figure 2). The incidence of the primary and secondary end points for the 2 groups during the follow-up is shown in Table 2.

**Operative Data**

The operative data are given in Table 3. The operation time was significantly shorter (\(P<0.001\)) in the off-pump patients than in the on-pump group (240±65 versus 300±87.5 minutes). The number of grafts per patient was higher in the on-pump CAB (ONCAB) than the off-pump coronary artery bypass graft surgery group (2.97 versus 2.49 grafts per patient) was statistically different between the 2 groups (\(P<0.001\)). However, the number of internal mammary artery anastomoses performed per patient (141 [91%] for off-pump and 142 [89%] for on-pump) was similar between groups. Arterial grafts were used in 91% of the total grafts in the off-pump patients and 89% in the on-pump group. There were no deaths in the on-pump group and 1 death in the off-pump group. The incidence of postoperative complications, such as infection, stroke, bleeding, and perioperative myocardial infarction, were also similar. The frequency of atrial fibrillation (AF) was higher in the off-pump than in the on-pump group (35 versus 4%, \(P<0.001\)). On the other hand, the frequency of blood transfusion was lower in the off-pump group (31 versus 61%, \(P<0.001\)) as shown in Table 4. The maximum CK-MB levels were higher in the on-pump group (Table 5).

**Secondary End Points**

No significant differences existed between groups relating to the frequency of symptoms of angina and exercise-induced ischemia.

**Discussion**

At in-hospital and 5-year follow-up, we found no statistically significant difference in cardiac outcomes or the incidence of the composite end point between patients with multi-vessel...
Interestingly, however, in a recent publication, Shoryer et al.\(^{21}\) showed, in the Veterans Affairs Randomized On/Off Bypass (ROOBY) Study, a higher composite outcomes incidence in the off-pump group at 1-year follow-up. In comparing these results with ours, one should highlight the shorter follow-up time and the rather variable experience of surgeons in performing off-pump procedures in the ROOBY study (more than 50% of surgeons in this study had residents as primary surgeons). On the other hand, it should remain in focus the relative reduced statistical power of our main end-point analysis.

In fact, in this complex scenario, multiple variables may be operant in defining the best strategy in a particular clinical context, and these deserve specific comments.

Despite the less invasive technique used, the incidence of postoperative AF was higher in off-pump patients in our study. The theoretical reasons for off-pump-related mechanisms of AF have been reported elsewhere.\(^{22}\) In this study, the incidence of postoperative AF was higher (30% absolute difference) after off-pump surgery. It has been suggested that possible left atrial stretching with heart dislocation during revascularization of the lateral wall could lead to a higher risk of postoperative AF. In our study, on the other hand, the lower incidence of AF in the on-pump patients could be due to the routine administration of corticosteroid in all patients undergoing on-pump surgery in our service. This routine is based on the simple dosing regimen of corticosteroids that might have reduced the occurrence of frequent inflammatory processes after traumatic myopericarditis.

The off-pump strategy resulted in shorter intensive care unit and hospital stays, reduced use of blood products, shorter time in the operating room, and also shorter time to extubation.

Like the ROOBY study, completeness of revascularization was not similar between the 2 groups in our study. This condition may be related to the relative increase in the long-term incidence of acute myocardial infarction in off-pump patients, the group having a lower prevalence on complete revascularization. It is important to consider that 75% of patients had advanced coronary artery disease or a higher preoperative risk. The majority of patients who underwent coronary surgery had 3-vessel disease, and 25% 2-vessel disease. Moreover, these results did not affect the final outcome in terms of primary end points. In addition, the stable angina and preserved ventricular function in all patients contributed to a good prognosis for both strategies.

The cost of hospitalization for the 2 groups revealed that off-pump surgery needed more resources compared with on-pump. The use of the Octopus stabilizer and the need to keep the cardiopulmonary bypass with the staff members in stand-by may have contributed to the increased use of resources.\(^{23}\) Moreover,
unlike at other centers, the stabilizer was used only once at the caution of health authorities. Indeed, a recently reported study concluded that off-pump is not associated with decreased cost.24 On the other hand, indirect costs should be considered. In particular, our data showed notable reductions in blood products administered, time to discharge, time in the operating room, time in the ICU, and time to extubation; consequently, their complications and the overall costs of hospitalization might have been reduced.25 Moreover, the shorter stay of the off-pump patients in the hospital allows the performance of an increased number of surgeries during the same time period. This social benefit must also be considered.

The magnitude of the benefit with off-pump surgery may depend on the clinical status of patients, and the majority of studies have been carried out on low-risk surgical patients. Claims of increased benefit in elderly and high-risk patients have now been studied, and many trials have suggested a reduction in mortality with off-pump surgery.26 In the context of aging and ailing patients, this has several implications and might usher in a new pattern for off-pump surgery, with consideration of indications and contraindications. The absence of recognized guidelines has meant that decisions on the use of extracorporeal circulation have been left to individual surgeons, many of whom remain reluctant to adopt the off-pump strategy. As some have argued, this cautious approach is justified, because a technically more demanding procedure is being offered in place of a successful, well-studied, and reproducible operation. However, if further evidence of the benefits of off-pump surgery is conclusive, this would have several implications for the future of cardiac surgery with regards to the quality of patient care and economic considerations.
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